We realize that tourism is a powerful vehicle for raising awareness of our work by exposing it to international communities. By creating a philanthropic tour as a method of connecting travelers who wish to volunteer their time, we allow them to get closer and receive a deeper understanding of what the indigenous Aeta needs most from visitors.

Our tour group will be kept small to ensure a small footprint and to allow for more personal experience and engagement with our programs and development projects throughout Central Luzon, Philippines including Pampanga, Tarlac, Zambales, and Bataan. Our journeys involve learning about the lives, challenges, and struggles of the Aeta communities who are paving their way for a better future.

The Aeta Tribe Foundation have Aeta staff who will connect travelers and volunteers to the Aeta communities and to projects that matter, where each traveler/volunteer will take an active role in being part of the solution. We do not make money on our excursions. Instead, we use all donations to benefit an Aeta village by either conducting water projects, providing all families with 5-gallon blue plastic containers, or giving female water buffaloes to benefit the village.

We travel responsibly and we want our travelers to fully experience and understand first-hand what the community needs in order to help themselves. To join the philanthropic tour and expedition, you need to pay for your own travel expenses to Central Luzon and the needed accommodations.

Our philanthropic activities range from one day, to one week, or several days and they offer meaningful human exchanges and unforgettable travel experiences while having a positive impact on high-risk communities. We are sure you will be moved by the important work being done to help the Aeta communities overcome thirst, hunger, and poverty. We are an IRS-approved charity, and your donations can be written off on your US tax returns.

Minimum Donor Contribution: $1,000.